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Defining the characteristic velocity･ length and friction velocity respectively, which
specify the performances in agitated vessel, it is implied that the flow behaviour and tran-

sport phenomena at the wall are well expressed with the simple correlation equations for the

all Reynolds number ranges, 1aminar to turbulent･ This method is useful to correlate the other

performances in agitated vessels.

htro dtICtio TL

Agitated vessels have been widely used in chemical

processes, and its performances have been studied by

many workers･ However, due to the complex behaviour

of fhid flow in agitated vessels, the general correla-

tion connecting various performances has not been

established yet･ In this paper the general correlation

for the various perf∝mances in an agitated vessel

is proposed.

Transport PllenOmena
atthe Wall

J)efiAitioTL
Of friction factor and j･factor

Firstly, the friction factor and j･factor are intro･

duced to the momentum, heat and mass transfer at

the wall of agitated vessel, as the same manner as

that at the boundary layer flow on flat plate and pipe

flow.2 ･7)

I/2 -テJpve2

jH- (A/pc2Ve) ･P,2/3

jD= (A/ve) ･Sc2/3

where the characteristic velocity vo and length L

respectively are defined as follows,4)

z)o- (7r/2)･NdP
L- (D/2) ･1n (D/a)

*) Presented at

(2)
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and P is a correction factor defined as,

P-2･ln (D/d) / (D/d-d/D) (3)

Then･ the modified Reynolds number, ReG, Can be

expressed by uslng the foregolng
Variables.

Reo≡LT-∫(昔)･(普)･l"(i)I･(警)(4,

where Nd2p/FE is the impeller Reynolds number, Red,

videly used in previous papers.

A4easurement of friction factor iTL turbuleTLt range

Tbe shear stress at the wall of agitated vessel with

paddle impeller,テp, has been measured, and the fric-

tion factor was correlated with the modified Reynolds

number for the fully turbulent non-baffled agitated

vessel･ The correlation equation is expressed as,4)

f/2≡テJpv2e-o. 121ReG-1′3 (5)

where the bar indicates the average value over vessel

wall･ Eq･ (5) is easily rearranged to
give power nun.

her Np.

Np=3･ 19 (1+a) ･ (i)((p7D)5/l椙)I
1/3･Red-1,3

(6)

where a is the ratio of torque at the bottom
wall to

that at the side.
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Flow Behaviour

Universalvelocity profiles

Three dimensional velocity profiles infully turbulent

non-baffled agitated vessels with paddle impellers have

been measured.3) Whereas basing on the assumption

that the flow beIlaViour is specified
by the apparent

shear stress at the impeller tip,テd, the characteristic

friction velocity for the agitated vessel,がd,
has been

defined as,

il*d≡ J吉;万-(D/d)
･

J宕二市-(D/d) ･虎㌔ (7)

whereが岬is the friction velocity
defined by the shear

stress at the vessel wall.

At the vicinity of the vessel wall the tangential

velocity and the distance from the wall are nondi-

mensionalyzed by using the friction velocity and cor-

rection factor P.

v･･-撮)
･

(響)2-(i)
I (S)-v･･(響)

(8)

y･･-禦- (警)
･

(p7D)-y･･ (%)
where v'and y'are dimensionless variables defined

withがw. These new
variables satisfy the relation of

v''-y+'at the viscous sublayer･

Tbe velocity pro丘1es at the vicinity of the wall are

correlated asshown in Fig. 1 and are expressed as,5)
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Fig. 1 Velocity profiles at the vicin'ity of the vessel

wall

v''-5.-8 log y''+15.5
-

(9)

This relation
is regarded as the law of the wall in

an agitated vessel･ But this equation does not coincide

with that for the flat plate ete'n if the ratio of d/D

approaches
to unity･

For the potential
flow reglOn the dimensionless

velocity v''is also correlated with the dimensionless

coordinate 2r/刀. In Fig. 2 the tangential velocity in

this reglOn is expressed approximately
as,5)

N;ー00rpm
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Fig. 2 Velocity profiles in potential flow region

v''-26/ (2r/D) 辛 (2J亘Tf-Io月)/ (2r/D) 脚

on the other band, the tangential velocity at the

impeller tip radius in the fully turbulent non-baffled

agitated vessel is confirmed to satisfy the 'following

equation.

(vo-vI
,=d/2)

/がw-_10

where vo is the impeller tip velocity･

ul)

Friction factor at highReynolds number

From the law of the wall in an agitated vessel,

the semi-emplrlCal equation of friction factor at high
(

Reynolds number
is derived to?Ⅹpress as,6'

1/Jアニ3.4 log ReGJアー0.85､' 82)

This equation
is well agreさme丘tl崩th Eq･(5)-for the

J二'

range of 500 <ReGく3･104 as shown
in Fig･ 3二

ATLalogy between jH and f/2

From the result?f Eq･(9),･it車expected that the
-∫

temperature distribution at the vicinity of the vessel

wall is expressed as the function of y''.
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Fig･ 3 Friction factor vs. modified Reynolds number

T++=
pcAii*.Q (T- Tu)

qy )･(響)-T･･(y･･)胸
Then assuming that the Chilton-Colburnanalogy holds

at the vessel wall, the velocity and temperature at

the outside of the thermal boundary layer vaand T6,

satisfy the followlng relation.

v8++= T8++･Pr-2/3 盟

Considering that the heat transfer coefficient is defined

as h-qJ (TJ-Tw)and that the tangential velocity at

the outside of the thermal boundary layer is appro-

ximately expressed as v8*1. 4 (d/D) ･vofor highRey-

nolds number range, the combination of Eqs. (5) and

(14) gives the followinganalogy expression.

jH･ (#)-壬-o･
121ReG-1′3 胸

This relation is easily rearranged to glVe the ordi一

皿arily used expression.

(hTD)-g･ ("#)2/3･(fse)1'3
where

F-o･ 15 ((S2)5/ln(DT5))
1′3

86)

The values of
g have been

already reported by many

workers, and the data are
shown

in I-ig. 4 to compare

with Eq･(17). Eq.(17) satisfies the experimental

data very well.6) Then this result leads the conclusion

that the Chilton-Colburn analogy holds for the tran-

sport phenomena at the wall of agitated vessel.

For the local value of I and jD, the analogy rela-

tionship is slso confirmed to hold experimentally.1)
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Applications

FrictioTL factor in transition arLd larpinar rarLge革

by Nagata et al･ for the paddle
,impellers -Pith

two

blades.19, These data are p16tted､ accord叫g.tb
Eq･ (25),

of ReG

For the transition and laminar ranges:rot
ReG･ the

foregolng Simple relatidii
,

1hh
,tti-f翫Ⅰ`eilTf

lfaPlge'加菅IS=nOt
ー'一~1血r

hold, because thelllow behaゼiour in thesb ranges de与

Fends n.t Only o? the wa11ヰondition･
but also on thi

impeller condition･
So that the friction fact(･r in these

ranges must satigfy the bothきconditions,.･e･,
-

a).wall conditibn

喜-忠-cw･(官)ア
b) impeller condition

去-去-cp･("#)れ′
where

p,.4.- (n=3/16)
･ CD ･

PN3d4
_(nbb)

脚

on the other hand, the power input Pcan be con-

nected with the shear stress at the 'wall･

p- (1+a) ･ (打DH)
･

(D/2)
･ (2nN)･テw 但D

Because Eq. (19) is reduced to Eq･ (18) under the limit-

ing condition of Eq･ (21)I the following relations must

bold.

Cw-
C｡

47rCD (1+a)

･Ln(訓~加′
m-m/

I
･

(姦)2･(%b)
･

((i)
･

(P3)

TraTLSition range of
ReG

In this range the flow. is turbulqnt･ so that

m=-1/3 and CⅣ is a constant independent of the

impeller width･
Then the group of impe11ers･ which

have the same Cp value, satisfies the following rela-

tion according
to Eq. (22)･

(笥i(管)5/ln(i))-1'3-(e6b-)･T-COnSt･餌
This is named as the similarity condition parameter･4)

Laminar range of
ReG

In this range, the value of
m is equal to minus

unity, and it is supposed that Cw-Cw′･ (nAb/H), then

i-c,w･(%b)
･

(LS-I

Np
･Red-

Or

27r3 (1+α) C′

C♪

(D/d)
2

(D/d-d/D)

糾

e9

The experimental values of Np･Red Were measured

as sh｡払n
in Fig: 5.1All data

fWell satisfy the follow-

ing mddified equation, except d/D-o･ 9･
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Impeller jet flow rate

Based on the experimental results of three dimen-

sional velocity profiles, the following relation
can be

approximately derived from the angular momentum

balance at the impeller tip radius･

((昔)D2H)･テw-p(i)･(v.-vtr-a,2)･Qd帥

where Qd is the impeller jet flow rate･ and the right

band side of Eq.(27)is equal to the ang山ar
momen-

tum tra皿Sferd by the impeller jet flow from the im-

peller tip to the potential
flow reg10n･ Whereas the

left hand side is equal to the torque at the side wall

｡f vessel. Considering that虎*w is equal to J盲ニ7訂

the combination of Eqs.(ll) and (27) gives the

following relation.

Qd- (7r/10)
･ (D2H/d) ･G*w 鱒

By using the dimensionless group of Np and
Nqd･ Eq･

(28) is easily rearranged
to become･

N.a-0･

1J(≠欝)
･詫

e9

For the non-fully turbulent agitated vessel･ this rela-

tion is modified
by using the similarity condition pal

rameter defined by Eq. (23). A
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N.a
-0･ 26((n3)･rll/3J

The comparison between the calculatcdand experi･

mental values is shown in Fig. 6. The calculated

values are well agreement with the experimental ones

for the various types of impeller.8)
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cuated valtleS Of impeller jet flow rate for

the vessel with free surface.

Con(:lllSive Remarks

Defining the characteristic velocity, length and fric-

tion velocity respectively, which 8PeCify the perfor･

163

mances in agitated vessel, it is implied that the flow

behaviour and transport phenomena at the wall are

well expressed witIl the simple correlation equations

for the all Reynolds number ranges, 1aminar to

turbulent. This method is useful
to correlate the

other performances in agitated vessels.
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